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market size effect 18, 34
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factor intensities 130
intermediate goods usage and functional destination of output 131
intra-industry trade (1980–2001) 252
Krugman specialisation index 119
exports and imports 126
PLI data and 33–4
regional structure of manufacturing 133
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least efficient firms forced to exit market 246
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new leading position in top five, diversifying matrix firms 99
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non-core prices, difference not significant 30
non-core sample, difference in dispersion 30
non-tariff barriers
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non-tariff protection, voluntary export restraints and 226–7
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Norway 25
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(1997) study on regulatory reform 191
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oil shock (1973) 61
outsourcing 63, 156
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persistence in top five leadership 98–9
source of entry into top five leadership 99–100
turbulence in top leadership 102
Philips, leading firm in lighting 102
PLI data (1993 and 1997) 32–4
Portugal 115, 122, 125, 478
bilateral differences 1980/83 and 1994/97 123–4
employment in service sector 152
impact of transparency 53–4
imports and exports 213
industry characteristic bias 1994/97 132
economies of scale, technology 129
factor intensities 130
intermediate goods usage and functional destination of output 131
intra-industry trade (1980–2001) 252
Krugman specialisation index 119
exports and imports 126
lack of success in attracting high-tech investment 151–2
low returns to scale, low technology and little education 253
PLI data 33
regional structure of manufacturing 133
positive shock to productivity 190–91
postal services, liberalisation not very advanced 184
precision instruments, decline in output 52
price comparisons, arbitrage breaks down international price discrimination 54–5
price dispersion
ambiguous effects and 24
price differences between countries 28
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price leadership, mechanism used by firms to coordinate pricing decisions 102
Price Level Indices see PLI
price statistics, ‘EU-core’ and ‘non-core’ regions 29
price transparency, product markets and 18
price transparency effect 18–19, 34, 36
price transparency and market equilibria
consumer price transparency effect 20
market transparency effect 21
summary of theoretical model 19–20
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price-cost margins see PCMs
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procedure for construction of measure of specialisation 118
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product differentiation strategies, can reduce elasticity of demand 248
product market deregulation, real wages fall below baseline in short run 189
product market integration improves allocative efficiency 3, 244
macroeconomic effects 9–11
microeconomic effects 5–9
product market liberalisation/deregulation, efficiency and 174, 186, 195
product market reforms demand for labour and 193
macroeconomic impact of 9 need to be introduced with labour market reforms 190
power to respond to adverse shocks 11
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product market reforms and macroeconomic performance 171–2
main transmission channels 174–6
increasing labour productivity 177–8
long-run adjustment 177
short-run adjustment 176–7
strengthening competitive conditions 176
policy interactions 178
need for comprehensive reform design 179
setting the stage 172–4
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product markets effects from economic integration and single currency 54
single currency and 49
product specialisation, gradual increase since early (1980s) 8
production concentration, changes 7
production costs, return to core business 4
production specialisation, rising since (1980s) 5, 250, 252
productivity growth appears higher where concentration declining 108
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productivity growth and equilibrium, determined endogenous variables 173

Quest II model 9
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equations (3) and (1) 177
fall of wages and 187
TFP and 188

R&D 34, 39
business investment insufficient 12
vertical positioning of firm and 227
R&D-based innovation, positive externalities 185
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railway stock 34, 36–7
recent product market reforms in EU 180
fostering investment in knowledge, increasing productivity 184
human capital formation 184–5
improving competitive conditions 181
information and communication technologies (ICT) 185–6
liberalisation of the network industries 183–4
market efficiency 181–2
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sectoral types 223–4
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exchange rate fluctuations 232
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European integration and the functioning of product markets

- effect on price dispersion 23
- four analytically distinct effects 18
- international price comparisons for brand easier 39
- reduction in trade barriers 17–18
- small direct impact on producer price transparency 54
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assessment of 192
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Commission studies on impact of 191
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Internal Market Strategy 181
main effects from 62, 192
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reduce costs of trade between European economies 17
reduction in mark-ups and reduction in costs 107
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some Member States temporary derogation on key elements of 237
studies to assess pro-competitive effects of 245
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market entry and 2
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pro-competitive effect and 249
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social exclusion 12
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imports and exports 213
industry characteristic bias 1994/97 132
economies of scale, technology 129
factor intensities 130
intermediate goods usage and functional destination of output 131
intra-industry trade (1980–2001) 252
Krugman specialisation index 119
exports and imports 126
PLI data 33
regional structure of manufacturing 133
specialisation of countries evidence for the trade data 125–7
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how specialised are counties? 117–22
increase in EU countries (1980 and 1990) 250
largest changes occur in smaller EU Member States 250
monitoring across Europe crucial 249–50
what is the industrial specialisation of countries? 127–31
specialisation of locations 157–8, 167
specialised transnational firm, increased from 19 to 38 77
Spring European Council 12
stability in leadership 102–103
strengthening competitive forces, helps economies to respond to adverse shocks 174
strict regulations on entrepreneurial activity, negative effects and 182
structural reforms decline in mark-ups in network industries 187
growth stimulus from past reforms tend to fade 194–5
impact on investment 180
impact on productive and dynamic efficiency 187
structure of product markets, composition of employment and 179
‘stylised reform shocks’ 186
summary measures of relative shares 121
supply-side strategies, limit number of companies in the market 248
survivors, relatively high diversification 67–8
sustainability of public finances, pension and health care reform 12
Sutton, J. 85, 90
Sweden 100, 125
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imports and exports 213
industry characteristic bias 1994/97 132
economies of scale, technology
factor intensities 130
intermediate goods usage and functional destination of output 131
intra-industry trade (1980–2001) 252
Krugman specialisation index 119
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PLI data 33
reduction in diversified operations 80
regional structure of manufacturing 133
Switzerland 24
symmetric experiments, symmetric calibrated transparency measures 41, 44
symmetric shock, affects all countries same way 239
symmetric simulation-DSI 49, 54
telecommunications
deregulation 64
liberalisation most advanced in 183–4, 187
spending slightly above US in EU 186
textiles, largest decline in output 50
textiles and clothing, southern European countries and 8
TFP 187–8, 192–3
top five companies, lost more than half of market share position (1987–2000) 254
total factor productivity see TFP
trade cost reduction, increase intensity of competitive interaction and 17
trade-off between industrial and geographical diversification 7
entering Member State or new industry re-balanced to transnational option 77
transnational firms, structure that allows complex strategy 64
transparency ambiguous effects on price level in single market 23
impact of by country 52
impact on consumers, producers and arbitrageurs 52
reinforced by electronic commerce 3
transport, rights to competitive rights and 184
transportation, deregulation and 64, 84
turbulence
leading firms’ capability to maintain collusive agreements 96
market leadership in EU manufacturing industries 249, 254
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Type 1 homogeneous product industries 73
competition very fierce 91
production more equally spread among countries 76
Type 2 industries producing differentiated products 73
level of concentration higher 92
more concentrated than Type 1 91
Type (2A) product differentiation achieved by advertising expenditure 74
food, drink and tobacco industries 91
Type (2AR) differentiation by investment and R&D 74, 92
consumer durables and 92
endogenous costs and can be entry barriers 91
higher and increasing level of geographical diversification 76
trend towards larger scale stronger 85
Type (2R) product differentiation by R&D 74
industries in engineering 91
‘typical’ industry spending on advertising and R&D 91
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bilateral differences 1980/83 and 1994/97 123–4
employment in service sector 152
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geographical diversification 72
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factor intensities 130
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weighted average C5-concentration ratio 89, 92–3, 111
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increases depend on extent of consumer transparency effect 55
industries in which national market concentration high 85
White’s heteroscedasric consistent standard errors 148
WIFO (1999) 115, 120, 134
wine 35–6
within-sample exchange rate, commodity/time time dimension 29
without monetary policy, lower inflation key in crowding-in extra activity 189–90